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HIGHLIGHTS OF RECENT ACTION
Significant action occurred on the issues listed below. Please see the appropriate issue page fo r details.
Workload Problems fo r CPAs Caused by TRA '86
The AICPA gained important ground in its battle to relieve the workload compression problems plaguing CPAs 
on May 17, 1995, when Rep. Clay Shaw (R-FL) introduced the AlCPA’s proposal to alleviate the workload 
imbalance. The bill is H.R. 1661. The AICPA is moving to the next phase of its campaign, and AICPA members 
are asked to urge their Congressional representatives to cosponsor H.R. 1661. A companion bill w ill be 
introduced in the Senate.
Litigation Reform
Giant leaps forward have been taken on the securities litigation reform front. The U.S. House of Representatives 
passed the Securities Litigation Reform Act (H.R. 1058) with a wide, bi-partisan vote on March 8,1995. The AICPA 
lobbied vigorously fo r its passage. The Senate Banking Committee on May 25, 1995, cleared a securities 
litigation reform bill, S. 240, fo r a vote by the fu ll Senate. The AICPA also supports S. 240 and w ill be pushing 
hard fo r its enactment as approved by the Banking Committee.
Extension to File Securities Fraud Suits
The Senate Banking Committee rejected efforts to extend the time for filing civil securities fraud suits when it 
considered S. 240, the securities litigation reform bill approved by the Committee on May 25,1995. Because a 
move could be made on the Senate Floor to extend the filing time, the AICPA w ill be urging Senators to oppose 
any such amendments and to let stand the deadlines set in 1991 by a U.S. Supreme Court decision. The 
securities litigation reform bill that passed the House on March 8,1995, does not include language that would 
extend the time fo r filing civil securities suits.
Auditor Responsibilities
The provisions of Rep. Ron Wyden’s (D-OR) Financial Fraud Detection and Disclosure Act of 1995 (H.R. 725) are 
included in both the House and Senate bills (H.R. 1058 and S. 240) to reform the nation’s securities litigation 
system. The AICPA supports H.R. 725 and is pleased to see it included as part of H.R. 1058 and S. 240.
Flat Tax
The Senate officially kicked off Congressional consideration of alternative tax proposals to the nation’s current 
tax system on April 5, 1995, at a hearing examining flat taxes. Prior to the hearing, the Joint Committee on 
Taxation issued a staff report cautioning that a flat tax system may not result in either a simple tax code or an 
equitable economic impact. The AICPA Consumption Taxation Task Force is examining fla t taxes and other 
alternatives to the income tax system. A Statement of Tax Policy, which w ill include the AlCPA’s position and 
recommendations, is expected to be released during 1996.
Consumption Tax
Senators Domenici (R-NM) and Nunn (D-GA) introduced their USA tax proposal, which would replace the current 
income tax system with an annual, progressive tax on a consumption base. The AICPA Consumption Taxation 
Task Force is studying the various types of consumption taxes and analyzing specific proposals. A Statement 
of Tax Policy, which w ill include the AlCPA’s position and recommendations, is expected to be released during 
1996.
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Tax Provisions in the Contract with America
The House approved legislation on April 5,1995, that incorporates the tax provisions in the House Republicans' 
Contract w ith America. The AICPA endorsed many of the tax provisions included in the Contract during 
testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee. The message of the testimony was "keep it simple." 
Provisions that got a thumbs down from the AICPA generally did so because of their complexity. Even on those 
proposals it supported, the Institute offered alternatives and suggestions about how they could be simplified.
S Corporation Reform
Senators Orrin Hatch (R-UT) and David Pryor (D-AR) introduced the S Corporation Reform Act of 1995 on May 
4,1995. The bill, S. 758, is a slightly revised version of the bill on which the AICPA collaborated last Congress. 
The AICPA strongly supports S. 758.
Relief from Transfer Taxation fo r Family Businesses
The AICPA urged Congress to adopt changes that would relieve the burden current tax law imposes on owners 
of family-owned businesses when the business is transferred from one generation to another. Several bills have 
been introduced in Congress to accomplish this.
Application of Wage and Hour Laws to Professional Employees
The AICPA wrote Congress advising lawmakers about how the Institute believes the Fair Labor Standards Act 
should be amended to ensure workplace flexibility. The House began hearings on the FLSA with an eye to 
reforming the law, and the AlCPA’s letter was included as part of the hearing record.
Pension Reform
The GATT world-trade pact passed by Congress at the end of 1994 included a variety of pension provisions, 
which helped fund the cost of the bill. Among the provisions were some 1993 AICPA recommendations that w ill 
expand information available to workers about the funding of their pension plan and the lim its on the Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation's guarantee. Unfortunately, the new law only requires such disclosure to 
participants in underfunded defined benefit plans that are insured by the PBGC. Building on the pension effort 
it launched in 1993, the AICPA has issued an educational brochure fo r 401(k) plan participants and participants 
in other types of defined contribution plans.
Regulatory Relief from FDICIA
Legislation has been reintroduced in this Congress to ease the regulatory burden imposed on banks by the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA). The bills would delete some or all of FDICIA’s 
reporting requirements fo r management and auditors, as well as allow the Federal Home Finance Board to 
establish accounting principles. The AICPA opposes permitting the Board to establish accounting principles for 
the twelve Federal Home Loan Banks and believes that if Congress should decide to retain the requirement for 
management to report on specified laws and regulations it should also retain the requirement that auditors report 
on management’s assertion.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Litigation Reform
CPA firms of all sizes have seen their liability exposure increase significantly in recent years. In our litigious society, 
lawsuits against business have increased dramatically. Too often, accountants are brought into these suits as peripheral 
defendants. However, under the rule of "joint and several" liability, CPAs are liable for a disproportionate share of 
damages compared to their actual level of responsibility. The AICPA believes the chief cause of the liability crisis is a 
judicial system that has become dangerously unbalanced as the result of a trend of expanding liability. The AICPA 
believes it is essential that reform legislation be enacted to reduce accountants' legal liability. Last November's 
elections have proven to be a catalyst fo r action on this issue in Congress. The inclusion of a to rt reform plank 
in the House Republicans' Contract with America guaranteed the issue high v is ib ility  and an early vote in the 
House. The fu ll House passed H.R. 1058, the Securities Litigation Reform Act, w ith a wide, bi-partisan vote on 
March 8,1995. H.R. 1058 includes provisions to prevent abusive litigation practices, modify the rule of jo in t and 
several liability, require lawyers to plead specific facts, establish a safe harbor fo r predictive statements, help 
investors gain more control over securities class action suits, and clarify damages calculations. The rule of jo in t 
and several liability is modified so that it would apply only to those who engage in "knowing" securities fraud— 
those who made a false statement with actual knowledge of its falsity. Other defendants, whose liability is 
premised on lesser grounds—that is, recklessness-would be responsible only fo r their proportionate share of 
the damages. In the Senate, the full Senate Banking Committee approved on May 25,1995, an amended version 
of S. 240, the securities litigation bill that was introduced by Senators Pete Domenici (R-NM) and Christopher 
Dodd (D-CT). It includes a proportionate liability provision fo r defendants who are not the primary wrongdoers, 
a safe harbor for forward-looking statements, provisions to prevent abusive litigation practices, and provisions 
to increase investors’ control over their cases. A vote by the full Senate on S. 240 is expected this summer. The 
AICPA and its Key Persons lobbied vigorously fo r passage of H.R. 1058 and committee approval of S. 240. Key 
Persons are being asked to encourage their Senators to support S. 240 and oppose any weakening amendments 
when it is voted on by the Senate. For further details see page 10.
Statute of Limitations Extension for Securities Fraud
Under the present concept of "joint and several" liability, auditors may be held liable for a disproportionate share of 
damages in a variety of types of litigation cases, including securities cases. In the June 1991 U.S. Supreme Court 
decision on Lampf vs. Gilbertson, the Court adopted a uniform statute of limitations for cases brought under Section 10(b) 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The Court ruled that 10(b) claims must be brought within one year of discovery 
of the violation or within three years after the date on which the violation occurred. A related Supreme Court case applied 
the ruling retroactively. Some members of the 102nd Congress objected to the new filing limits and began efforts to 
overturn the rulings. The AICPA and others were able to convince Congress that debate about this issue should be 
broadened to include discussion about other litigation reform proposals. Members of Congress supporting the overturn 
of the Court's decisions agreed to delay consideration of the prospective application of the ruling so long as the retroactive 
application was reversed. The retroactive application was of special concern because a large number of pending cases 
were dismissed, including some related to Wall Street and savings and loan scandals. Therefore, language was included 
in the bank reform bill signed into law in 1991 by President Bush that overturned the retroactive ruling. Congressional 
efforts since then to extend the statute of limitations have failed. The version of the securities litigation reform bill, 
S. 240, that the Senate Banking Committee approved on May 25,1995, (see page 10) includes language that 
would retain the filing deadlines set in the Lampf decision. S. 240, as it was introduced, would have extended 
the filing time for civil suits. The House-passed securities litigation reform measure, H.R. 1058, does not include 
language concerning an extension of time to file. For further details see page 11.
ERISA  Audit Requirements
The Department of Labor is seeking sponsors in the House and Senate to introduce its bill to tighten audit 
requirements of pension plans under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). The 
measure generally would implement the recommendations for improving ERISA audits that were contained in a 1992 
report by the General Accounting Office (GAO). The GAO report called for: 1) full scope audits; 2) auditors to report 
certain matters directly to the DOL if plan administrators do not do so; and 3) auditors to participate in a peer review 
program. The Institute: 1) has been an advocate of full scope audits since 1978; 2) believes that the plan administrator 
has the primary responsibility to report to the DOL; and 3) requires peer review for its members. The AICPA met with DOL 
representatives when the bill was being developed and submitted comments on it. For further details see page 12.
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Workload Problems for CPAs Caused by TRA '86
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA ’86) greatly increased the complexity of the Internal Revenue Code and required trusts, 
partnerships, S corporations, and personal service corporations to adopt a calendar year-end for tax purposes. In 1987, 
thanks to the efforts of thousands of CPAs, the calendar-year requirement was relaxed with the enactment of Internal 
Revenue Code section 444, which permitted partnerships, S corporations and PSCs to retain, and allowed new entities 
to elect, fiscal year-ends. While many of these businesses retained their fiscal year-ends, most did not. The shift of so 
many clients to calendar years, when combined with the heightened complexity caused by TRA '86, resulted in a 
tremendous shift of the work performed by CPAs to the first four months of the year. This phenomenon, referred to by 
CPAs as "workload compression," has ramifications not only for CPAs in tax practice, but also for those performing audit 
work. Final audit reports are ordinarily due within ninety days after a client's year-end. The calendar-year-end 
requirement has also proved damaging to those small businesses that have a natural business year that is different from 
the calendar year. The AICPA has pressed Congress for years to alleviate the workload imbalance. The AlCPA’s 
workload compression proposal (developed during the last two years by the AICPA Workload Compression Task 
Force) was introduced on May 17,1995, by Rep. Clay Shaw (R-FL). For revenue neutrality purposes, the bill (H.R. 
1661) will link any fiscal year election for a partnership or S corporation with a requirement that the electing entity 
make estimated tax payments to the government on behalf of its owners. For most entities, the rate w ill be 34%. 
For those with average income per owner of at least $250,000 (whose owners are most likely, themselves, to be 
in the 39.6% bracket) the estimated tax rate w ill be 39.6%. The owners w ill take credit fo r the estimated tax paid 
on the next 1040 form filed. Finally, H.R. 1661 provides a de minimis rule. Those electing businesses with a tax 
liab ility  of less than $5,000 on the defined income of the business w ill not be required to make estimated 
payments. Partnerships and S corporations remaining on a calendar year w ill not be subject to this requirement. 
The AICPA strongly supports H.R. 1661 and is pressing ahead with its effort to have a companion bill introduced 
in the Senate. The introduction of H.R. 1661 is a major step forward, but the profession still faces a long, uphill 
battle to have the bill enacted. As with our past successes with this issue, we expect AICPA members to play 
a critica l role. As a firs t step, AICPA members are asked to urge their Congressional representatives to 
cosponsor H.R. 1661. For further details see page 13.
Flat Tax
The seeming simplicity of a flat tax has caught the imagination of the public and lawmakers who would like to 
replace the nation’s complex tax system with a simpler system. A flat tax system imposes a single rate of tax 
on the tax base. The flat tax proposals being advanced in Congress are being promoted as “ simple”  tax systems 
that offer a flat rate of tax imposed on a tax base that is significantly broadened through offering fewer 
deductions and exclusions than are presently available. The inclusion of each deduction or exclusion adds 
complexity. The Senate Finance Committee kicked off Congressional debate on a fla t tax at an April 5,1995, 
hearing. Since then, the Finance Committee, the Joint Economic Committee, and the House Small Business 
Taxation panel have held hearings. The House Ways and Means Committee has scheduled three days of 
hearings in June. In addition, GOP leaders have appointed Jack Kemp, former Housing Secretary, to lead a task 
force that will hold hearings this summer and make recommendations about legislation to radically simplify the 
tax system. A staff report released in April by the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) cautioned that replacing 
the current federal income tax with a flat-rate tax may not result in either a simple tax code or an equitable 
economic impact. The JCT report highlights longstanding difficulties associated with a flat tax. Tax filing for 
businesses would remain complex, the report said, because decisions still would have to be made about which 
assets are depreciable, and under what method, which assets qualify fo r expensing, the basis of assets, the 
extent to which interest on debt is deductible, and which employee benefits are qualifying tax exempt benefits 
and which are taxable compensation. As fo r individuals, the report concluded that eliminating itemized 
deductions under a flat tax is not likely to benefit the majority of Americans, since the JCT staff found that only 
21.1 million taxpayers out of 107 million individual returns claimed one or more of the deductions fo r mortgage 
interest, state and local taxes, and charitable contributions. Only one flat rate tax bill has been introduced to 
date, but other proposals soon will be. Despite the building momentum in Congress to take on reform of the tax 
system, no legislation restructuring the tax system is likely to be passed until after the 1996 Presidential election. 
The AICPA Consumption Taxation Task Force is examining the flat rate tax so that it can include a position and 
recommendations in a Statement of Tax Policy expected to be released in 1996. Any testimony presented by the 
AICPA before the Statement of Tax Policy is issued probably w ill reiterate the AlCPA’s 1984 flat tax position. For 
further details see page 14.
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Consumption Tax
Consumption tax proposals have been floated before by lawmakers and policymakers, but have never received 
broad support in Congress. Now, with members of Congress driven by a desire to find a simpler tax system 
and to raise revenues, a consumption tax is under consideration again. If a consumption tax were adopted, it 
could be imposed on top of existing taxes or as a substitute fo r part or all of other taxes (payroll, corporate, or 
individual). Consumption taxes take various forms, and the AICPA Consumption Taxation Task Force currently 
is studying the four basic forms. They are a retail sales tax, a credit-invoice Value Added Tax (VAT), a sales- 
subtraction VAT, and a consumed income tax. On April 25,1995, Senators Pete Domenici (R-NM) and Sam Nunn 
(D-GA) introduced their USA tax proposal (S. 722) to replace the current income tax system with a consumption 
tax. Other consumption tax proposals are being discussed and likely w ill soon be introduced in Congress. The 
Congressional tax writing committees will consider consumption taxes at hearings which are expected to be held 
this summer. The AICPA expects to release a Statement of Tax Policy, which w ill include the AlCPA's position 
and recommendations, in 1996. For further details see page 15.
Tax Provisions in the Contract with America
Numerous tax provisions were included in the House Republicans' 1994 campaign pledge entitled Contract with 
America that would help implement its policy objectives. The AICPA endorsed many of the tax provisions in the 
Contract when it testified before the Ways and Means Committee on February 1,1995. The message of the 
testimony was "keep it simple." Provisions that got a thumbs down from the AICPA generally did so because 
of their complexity. The Institute also offered alternatives and suggestions about how to sim plify the proposals 
it supported. The full House passed a tax bill on April 5,1995, that incorporated the Contract’s  tax proposals into 
one bill. The bill w ill next be considered by the Senate, which is expected to scale back some of the b ill’s tax 
cuts. For further details see page 16.
S Corporation Reform
Following enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, many corporations chose to change their tax status to S 
corporations. Today, more than 44% of all corporations file as S corporations. However, the law's strictures pertaining 
to S corporations make them more complicated to use, foreclose certain types of financing vehicles, necessitate 
unnecessarily complex corporate structures to manage liability concerns, and create a number of "traps" which business 
owners can unwittingly fall into with serious results. The AICPA began collaborating last Congress with representatives 
of the American Bar Association (ABA) Tax Section and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to develop a proposal to 
modernize the rules governing S corporations. The S corporation reform bill introduced in the last Congress incorporated 
many of the proposals developed by the AICPA, ABA, and the Chamber. The S Corporation Reform Act of 1995 (S. 
758) was introduced in the Senate on May 4,1995, by Senators Orrin Hatch (R-UT) and David Pryor (D-AR). It is 
strongly supported by the AICPA. A similar bill is expected to be introduced in the House soon. S corporation 
reform proposals were not included in the House Republicans* Contract with America, but S corporation reform 
provisions could be considered as part of a second tax bill later this year. The AICPA strongly supports S. 758 
and is calling on its Key Persons to help build support fo r the bill. For further details see page 17.
Relief from Transfer Taxation fo r Family Businesses
With family businesses numbering between ten to twelve million and representing approximately 50% of the 
gross national product fo r the U.S. and 65% of the wages paid, it's clear they are extremely important to the 
American economy. Unfortunately, family-owned businesses have an alarming failure rate. Among the reasons 
for these failures is the transfer tax cost of passing the ownership of the business to succeeding generations. 
This cost results from estate, gift, and generation-skipping transfer taxes. At a January 31,1995, hearing by the 
House Small Business Committee, the AICPA urged Congress to adopt a number of technical and procedural rule 
changes. Although the Congressional tax writing committees have not held hearings on th is issue, several bills 
have been introduced this Congress that would remove the obstacles the present tax law poses to passing 
ownership of businesses from one generation to the next. The AICPA applauds the introduction of these bills 
and believes their introduction w ill move forward the debate on reform of estate and g ift tax laws as related to 
family businesses. At a minimum, the AICPA urges Congress to adopt the technical and procedural rule changes 
it recommended to the House Small Business Committee. The changes would lighten the transfer tax burden 
on America's family businesses, simplify our current law, and provide fo r more equitable treatment of taxpayers. 
For further details see page 18.
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Tax Simplification
The 102nd Congress twice passed legislation supported by the AlCPA that contained many simplification proposals; both 
bills were vetoed by President Bush. In the 103rd Congress, the House passed a package of simplification proposals, 
but it was not acted on by the Senate. This Congress, House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill Archer (R- 
TX) introduced legislation based on last congress’s Tax Simplification and Technical Corrections Act. However, 
his bill is strictly a technical corrections measure, although simplification provisions may be added later. As the 
most outspoken champion of tax simplification, the AICPA has continued to fight for tax simplification whenever an 
opportunity occurs. In the spring of 1993, the Institute testified before Congress on President Clinton's tax proposals and 
focused on the complexity of a number of the provisions and offered simplified alternatives. The final version of the 
budget bill signed into law by Congress excluded the incremental investment tax credit opposed by the AICPA because 
of its complexity and included new rules supported by the AICPA concerning the amortization of intangible assets that 
simplified this area of the law. In February 1995, when the AICPA weighed into the discussion on the tax provisions 
in the Contract with America, it emphasized the need fo r simplicity. The Institute endorsed many of the tax 
provisions in the Contract, but offered a number of suggestions about how even these proposals could be 
simplified. Proposals in the Contract that got a thumbs down from the AICPA generally did so because of their 
complexity. For further details see page 19.
Application of Wage and Hour Laws to Professional Employees
The AICPA is focusing its attention on U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) interpretations of the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA) in connection with the classification of employees as professional or hourly employees. The DOL is using some 
common management practices—such as granting unpaid leave to employees for less than a full day (pay docking), 
maintenance of time sheets to ensure accurate client billing, or paying overtime to salaried employees--as grounds for 
treating professional employees as hourly employees under the FLSA. Removal of the professional exemption entitles 
those employees to seek compensation for all the "overtime" worked during the past two years. H.R. 946, which was 
introduced by Rep. Robert Andrews (D-NJ), would reverse DOL's pay docking ruling, and make its coverage 
retroactive. The FLSA is targeted fo r examination by House Republicans as a part of the ir promise in Contract 
with America to reduce employers' regulatory burden. The firs t hearing on the FLSA was held March 30,1995, 
by the House Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee’s Subcommittee on Workforce Protection. 
Additional hearings are planned fo r later this year. The AICPA believes the DOL should exercise its authority under 
the law to provide the same exemption to public accountants as is presently granted to licensed lawyers. To qualify as 
an exempt professional, a public accountant must be paid on a salary or fee basis. Licensed lawyers engaged in the 
practice of law are excepted from this test under the exception for the "traditional learned" professions in the DOL 
regulations. While employment circumstances of lawyers and accountants are virtually identical, the law treats these 
professions differently for no apparent reason. Furthermore, the AICPA believes Congress needs to legislate that 
individuals who are working toward satisfying examination or experience requirements for certification or licensure as a 
public accountant would also be excepted from the salary or fee basis test. Medical school graduates already are 
excepted from the salary or fee basis test when they work as an intern or resident. The AICPA wrote the chairmen of 
the House Economic and Senate Labor Committees to let them know how the AICPA believes the FLSA should 
be amended; the Institute’s letter has been included as part of the March 30 hearing record. For further details 
see page 20.
Auditor Responsibilities
Some Members of Congress believe that the role and responsibilities of auditors should be expanded to provide greater 
protection to the public. There is a sense that auditors can and should play a broader role in anticipating financial failures. 
The call for an expanded role for auditors brings the potential for placing unrealistic demands on auditors and the erosion 
of the self regulatory and private standard setting status of the profession. Bills have been introduced in the last three 
Congresses regarding the auditor’s responsibility to, among other things, report illegal activities to the SEC, if the company 
does not. In each Congress, the legislation moved to a different stage of the legislative process. Last Congress, the 
AICPA successfully negotiated with Rep. Ron Wyden (D-OR) to have compromise language included in the bill that 
preserved for the profession the principal responsibility for setting auditing standards. The provisions of H.R. 725 were 
added as an amendment to the securities litigation reform bill, H.R. 1058, which was passed by the House on 
March 8,1995, and are included in S. 240, the securities litigation reform bill approved by the Senate Banking 
Committee on May 25,1995 (see page 10). Because H.R. 725 is part of both the House and Senate securities 
litiga tion  reform bills, it is almost certain to be included in any final version of such legislation approved by 
Congress. The AICPA expects Congress to make clear in enacting this provision that the principal responsibility 
fo r setting auditing standards remains with the accounting profession. The AICPA supports H.R. 725 and is 
pleased to see it included as part of H.R. 1058 and S. 240. For further details see page 21.
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Pension Reform
Central to the accounting profession's mission is ensuring meaningful financial reporting to help protect the investing 
public. With this mission in mind, on April 29, 1993, the AICPA issued a set of proposals aimed at providing greater 
disclosure of information so that American workers are adequately informed about one of their most important 
investments—their pensions. The collapse of large companies in some of America's major industries has focused the 
national media spotlight on how those collapses have affected workers, and, in particular, reduced their pensions. 
However, despite the media attention, many Americans do not know the condition of their pension or howto find out. 
Furthermore, if they were to undertake the task of assessing the financial health of their pension plan, they would discover 
some of the critical information necessary to do the analysis is not routinely provided. Adoption of the AlCPA's 
recommendations by the U.S. Congress and Department of Labor would ensure greater disclosure to help Americans 
find out what their pensions will be when they retire, whether their pensions are fully funded, and whether the government 
will pay the promised benefits if the employer cannot. The GATT world-trade pact passed by Congress at the end 
of 1994 included a variety of pension provisions, which helped fund the cost of the trade bill. Among the 
provisions are disclosure requirements recommended in 1993 by the AICPA that w ill expand the information 
available to workers and retirees about the funding of their plans and the lim its on the PBGC's guarantee. 
Unfortunately, the new law will only require such disclosure to participants in underfunded defined benefit plans 
that are insured by the PBGC. Sponsors of fully-funded plans w ill not have to comply. Nor w ill plan sponsors 
whose plans are not covered by the PBGC. In follow  up to its efforts to educate workers about their defined- 
benefit plans, the AICPA has issued an educational brochure fo r defined-contribution plan participants. Entitled 
Saving fo r a Secure Retirement: How to Use Your Company's 401(k) Plan, the brochure is designed as a guide 
fo r Americans whose employers offer these plans. The brochure offers step-by-step instructions fo r workers 
to calculate how much they need to save today to ensure a comfortable and secure retirement. The AICPA will 
persist in its campaign to educate workers about their pensions, and supports broad adoption of its 1993 
recommendations by the federal government either through regulation or legislation. For further details see page 
22.
Federal Regulation of Derivatives
The accounting profession has no direct stake in the question of whether derivatives should be federally regulated. 
However, the related issue of who will set accounting standards is important to CPAs. The massive losses in Orange 
County, California, which caused the County to declare bankruptcy and which were tied to derivative 
instruments, have caused public policymakers to step up their scrutiny of who is using derivatives, how they 
are being used and whether federal regulation is required to protect the soundness of our financial system. In 
the Senate, the Banking Committee held hearings on January 5-6,1995, to examine the Orange County financial 
crisis, although Committee members and witnesses seemed intent on determining whether federal legislation 
was needed and what the federal government's role should be in regulating the over-the-counter derivatives 
market. Witnesses and most Senate Banking Committee members expressed confidence that federal regulators 
have enough legal authority to regulate the industry. The chairman of the Senate Banking Committee concluded 
after the hearings that federal legislation to regulate derivatives is not needed now, which probably means that 
the Senate w ill not budget much future time for this issue-barring some new disaster. Accounting standards 
fo r derivatives received limited attention during the hearings. The sentiment in the House is different. Broad 
derivative regulation measures have been introduced by the chairman of the House Banking Committee and the 
committee's most senior Democrat. H.R. 20, introduced by Chairman Jim Leach (R-IA), includes language that 
would grant federal agencies the authority to establish accounting guidelines fo r derivatives activities. The 
House Banking Committee is expected to hold hearings later this year. The AICPA opposes the language in H.R. 
20 that would grant federal agencies the authority to set accounting standards, and supports retaining the 
responsibility for setting these standards in the private sector. Institute staff members are already talking with 
House staff to resolve this problem. The AICPA entered the discussion about derivatives in June 1994 with the 
issuance of six common-sense questions for boards of directors to ask about their organizations' activities in derivatives. 
The questions were widely distributed to the media, federal regulatory agencies, all Members of Congress, and other 
business and financial organizations. In December 1994, the AICPA published the firs t reference guide to current 
auditing and accounting literature on derivatives. For further details see page 23.
Regulatory Relief from FDICIA
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA) requires, among other things, that 
management of certain federally insured depository institutions issue audited financial statements, a written assertion 
about the effectiveness of the institution's internal controls over financial reporting, and a written assertion about the 
institution's compliance with certain laws and regulations. Congress also included a provision in FDICIA that 
management's assertions concerning internal controls be attested to by an independent public accountant. The banking 
industry is seeking relief from what it calls burdensome regulations and paperwork requirements implementing FDICIA
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through enactment of legislation that would repeal certain reporting provisions of FDICIA. Last Congress, legislation was 
introduced by Rep. Bereuter (R-NE) and Senator Shelby (R-AL) that would have repealed these requirements. The 
provisions of Rep. Bereuter's bill were incorporated into the Community Development Bank Bill, which offered the House 
of Representatives an opportunity to consider whether some of the reporting requirements opposed by the banking 
community should be repealed. Ultimately, the 103rd Congress passed the Bank Bill without repealing any of the auditor 
attestation requirements under FDICIA. The battle continues this Congress. Rep. Bereuter and Senator Shelby 
reintroduced legislation (H.R. 1362 and S. 650) on March 30,1995, to ease the regulatory burden on banks. S. 
650 would repeal FDICIA’s requirements for auditor reports of management’s assertions on internal controls and 
compliance with laws and regulations, while retaining the requirement fo r management reports. H.R. 1362 would 
allow  the Federal Home Finance Board to establish accounting principles and would require that all twelve 
Federal Home Loan Banks be audited by the same audit firm. S. 650 would also allow the Federal Home Finance 
Board to establish accounting principles, and would repeal auditor reports relative to compliance with laws and 
regulations, while retaining the requirement for management reports. The AICPA opposes permitting the Federal 
Home Finance Board to establish accounting principles for the twelve Federal Home Loan Banks because it may 
result in regulatory accounting principles (RAP) that are different from GAAP. This may cause confusion and 
misunderstanding. The AICPA continues to support a report by an independent auditor on management's assertion on 
the effectiveness of the company's internal controls over financial reporting. The internal control system is the main line 
of defense against fraudulent financial reporting. Without the independent attestation requirement, management would 
report free from the disciplines imposed by the independent attestation engagement and users would not know if 
management’s assertion is fairly presented. The AICPA believes that whether management and auditors should 
report on compliance with specified laws and regulations is a policy decision fo r Congress and the regulators. 
However, the Institute believes that Congress should not retain management’s report on compliance and remove 
the auditor’s attestation. Both should be required or deleted. For further details see page 24.
Auditor Rotation Requirement in Telecommunications Legislation
The accounting profession's concern about proposed legislation to revamp the telecommunications industry centers on 
a provision that was included in the Senate bill last Congress to require rotation of audit firms for the stated purpose of 
"ensuring their independence." Enactment of an audit firm rotation provision as part of a telecommunications bill could 
set a precedent for including such language in future legislation. Additionally, the provision erroneously implied that 
auditors cannot be independent unless they are rotated. A related provision called for the auditor to be selected by, and 
work at the direction of, the state commission of each state. Such a requirement would create a hardship for companies 
and their auditors operating in more than one state because different requirements could be established by each 
commission. In February, the new chair of the Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, Senator 
Larry Pressler (R-SD), circulated a draft telecommunications proposal which did not contain the objectionable 
audit provisions. However, the Democratic proposal contained auditing provisions sim ilar to those that were 
approved by the Committee last year. When Senate Democrats and Republicans began meeting to write a 
bipartisan bill, the AICPA contacted the Senators who sat on the Committee to let them know of the accounting 
profession’s objections to the audit provisions in the Democratic proposal. In March, the Committee approved 
legislation (S. 652) that contains an acceptable audit provision. S. 652 still must be approved by the fu ll Senate. 
The AICPA will keep a watchful eye out fo r amendments offered on the Senate floor that could amend the audit 
provision. The House is currently drafting its own bill, but we do not expect an audit provision to surface in the 
House bill. The differences between any telecommunications bills passed by the House and Senate w ill have 
to be reconciled in a conference committee. The AICPA opposes inclusion of an auditor rotation provision in any 
telecommunications legislation that may be approved by the Congress. Moreover, the SEC's Office of the Chief 
Accountant is on record as not recommending legislation or rulemaking to mandate auditor rotation. For further details 
see page 25.
Single Audit Act
Earlier this spring, a discussion draft of a bill that would amend the Single Audit Act of 1984 was distributed for 
informal comment. How much attention such a bill might receive from the Republican-controlled Congress is 
unclear. The amendments proposed to the Single Audit Act are important to CPAs because CPAs conduct audits 
under the Act, and the amendments would impose new responsibilities on the auditor and would, among other 
provisions, require the auditor to address his or her report to the federal government in addition to the client. 
The AICPA was an active player during Congressional consideration of the Single Audit Act of 1984. The AICPA 
has no objections to updating the Act, but it opposes some provisions in the draft bill. The Institute w ill strive 
to modify the provisions it opposes so that they are acceptable to the accounting profession. For further details 
see page 26.
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Regulation of Financial Planners
During the last two Congresses, the House of Representatives passed legislation to regulate financial planners. A 
collaborative effort between the AICPA and the sponsors of the legislation led to amendment of early versions of the 
legislation to such an extent that the AICPA was able to endorse the bills. The AICPA initially opposed the legislation 
because it included a private right of action that would have expanded the adviser's liability and because the SEC would 
have been granted the authority to make rules interpreting provisions of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Act). The 
version of the bill passed by the House during the 102nd and 103rd Congresses preserved the original accountants' 
exclusion provided under the Act, and did not include a provision establishing a private right of action. The AlCPA's 
negotiations on this issue were bolstered by AICPA Key Person Contacts and members of the AICPA Personal Financial 
Planning Division. In the Senate, narrower legislation was twice passed that would have authorized the SEC to increase 
its registration fees for investment advisers to help pay for more SEC examiners. In both Congresses, members of the 
House and Senate could not agree about how much more regulation should be imposed on financial planners, and the 
bills died. This Congress, S. 148 was introduced by Sen. Phil Gramm (R-TX); it directs the SEC to target its 
resources to enforce the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. It does not broaden or alter the definition of an 
investm ent adviser under the Act. Nor does S. 148 address the issue of who should register an a financial 
planner. The AICPA has no objections to S. 148. No legislation to regulate financial planners has been 
introduced in the House. The AICPA believes any new regulation should focus on those who engage in the type of 
activities that most frequently lead to fraud and abuse, which is the approach embodied in bills passed in previous 
Congresses by the House. Documented abuses involve individuals who sell investment products and who control client 
funds. No need has been demonstrated to regulate CPA financial planners who do not receive commissions for 
recommending investment products, sell investment products, or take custody of client funds. For further details see 
page 27.
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LITIGATION REFORM
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress enact reforms of the legal/judicial system that would assist in limiting exposure to 
abusive litigation reducing the number of meritless lawsuits?
CPA firms of all sizes have seen their liability exposure increase significantly in recent years. In our 
litigious society, lawsuits against business have increased dramatically. Too often, accountants 
are brought into these suits as peripheral defendants. However, under the present concept of "joint 
and several" liability, CPAs are liable for a disproportionate share of damages compared to their actual 
level of responsibility. As a result, CPAs face increases in the cost of liability insurance coverage, legal 
fees, damage awards and settlements. These increased costs are affecting the very viability of some 
firms to continue practicing. This litigious environment has also affected the way some CPAs conduct 
their practices, including the selection of clients. If this climate continues, it could permanently erode 
the vitality of the profession and its role in the financial disclosure process of the U.S. capital markets.
In the last two Congresses, AlCPA-backed legislation was introduced to reform the nation's securities 
litigation reform laws. However, it wasn't until the summer of 1993, when the Senate Securities 
Subcommittee conducted the first Congressional hearings, that the AICPA had an opportunity to argue 
its case before Congress. The AICPA and other supporters of securities litigation reform charged that 
the present system invites excessive litigation that saddles businesses and investors with huge costs, 
while providing minimal compensation for victims of securities fraud. The bills introduced in the last 
Congress would have implemented a rule of proportionate liability for such cases instead of the rule 
of joint and several liability.
Last November's elections have proven to be a catalyst fo r action on this issue in Congress. 
The inclusion of a tort reform plank in the House Republicans' Contract with America 
guaranteed the issue high visibility and an early vote in the House. The fu ll House passed H.R. 
1058, the Securities Litigation Reform Act, with a wide, bi-partisan vote on March 8, 1995. 
Following two hearings by the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance, 
changes were negotiated to the legislation that eventually became H.R. 1058 by Rep. 
Christopher Cox (R-CA) and Rep. Billy Tauzin (D-LA), the long-time champion of securities 
litigation reform in the House. These changes helped solid ify Democrat support fo r the bill. All 
efforts on the House floor to weaken the bill were repelled overwhelmingly. H.R. 1058 includes 
provisions to prevent abusive litigation practices, modify the rule of jo in t and several liability, 
require lawyers to plead specific facts, establish a safe harbor fo r predictive statements, help 
investors gain more control over securities class action suits, and clarify damages 
calculations. The rule of jo in t and several liability is modified so that it would apply only to 
those who engage in "knowing" securities fraud-those who made a false statement w ith actual 
knowledge of its falsity. Other defendants, whose liability is premised on lesser grounds--that 
is, recklessness—would be responsible only fo r their proportionate share of the damages.
In the Senate, the full Senate Banking Committee approved on May 25, 1995, an amended 
version of S. 240, the securities litigation bill that was introduced by Senators Pete Domenici 
(R-NM) and Christopher Dodd (D-CT). Senate Banking Committee Chairman Alfonse D’Amato 
(R-NY) is the architect of the amended bill. He worked closely w ith Senator Dodd and the other 
members of the Banking Committee to develop it. The bill includes a proportionate liability 
provision fo r defendants who are not the primary wrongdoers, a safe harbor fo r forward- 
looking statements, provisions to prevent abusive litigation practices, and provisions to 
increase investors’ control over their cases. A vote by the full Senate on S. 240 is expected 
this summer.
The AICPA and its Key Persons lobbied vigorously fo r passage of H.R. 1058 and committee 
approval of S. 240. Passage of H.R. 1058 by the House is a significant victory in what has been 
a long-fought battle to reform the nation's securities laws. Key Persons are being asked to 
encourage their Senators to support S. 240 and oppose any weakening amendments when it 
is voted on by the Senate. The Institute strongly supports passage of legislation to curb abusive 
lawsuits against CPAs. The AICPA believes the chief cause of the liability crisis is a judicial system 
that has become dangerously unbalanced as the result of a trend of expanding liability. The balance 
of equity for both the defendant and the plaintiff must be restored.
House Commerce. Senate Banking.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Paul V. Geoghan - Assistant General Counsel 212/596-6099
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS EXTENSION FOR SECURITIES FRAUD
ISSUE: Should the statute of limitations for initiating litigation which alleges fraud be lengthened?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the number and size of legal claims against 
CPA firms. This trend is to a large extent a product of the "deep pocket" syndrome where, under "joint 
and several" liability, CPAs are held liable for a disproportionate share of damages. Taken alone, 
expanding the statute of limitations for initiating litigation which alleges fraud under federal securities 
laws will only amplify the already serious liability problem that exists for the profession. It will also 
adversely affect many of the profession's clients, especially those in start-up and high-tech companies.
BACKGROUND: In a U.S. Supreme Court decision, Lampf vs. Gilbertson, handed down in June 1991, the Court 
adopted a uniform statute of limitations for cases brought under Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934. The Court ruled that 10(b) claims must be brought within one year of the 
discovery of the violation or within three years after the date on which the violation occurred. In a 
related case, the Court ruled that the rule adopted in Lampf applied retroactively to all cases pending 
at the time of the decision. As a result, a number of pending cases were dismissed.
Some members of the 102nd Congress objected to the Court's decisions and acted to overturn them. 
The AICPA and others were able to convince members of the 102nd Congress that the discussion 
about the statute of limitations for filing securities fraud cases should be broadened to include other 
litigation reform proposals. Members of Congress in support of legislation to overturn the Lampf 
decision agreed to delay consideration of the prospective application of the ruling so long as the 
retroactive application was reversed. The banking reform legislation passed by the Congress in 
November 1991 and signed into law by President Bush included this compromise language. The 
retroactive application was especially troublesome to Members of Congress because a large number 
of pending cases were dismissed, including some related to Wall Street and savings and loan 
scandals.
Also, in 1992, the House of Representatives and Senate approved amendments to extend the statute 
of limitations for professional liability suits from three to five years, retroactive to 1989. However, the 
102nd Congress adjourned before final action could be taken. Efforts to extend the filing deadline 
continued during the 103rd Congress and again failed to be enacted.
RECENT
ACTION:
The version of the securities litigation reform bill, S. 240, that the Senate Banking Committee 
approved on May 25, 1995, (see page 10) includes language that would retain the filing 
deadlines set in the Lampf decision. S. 240, as it was introduced, would have extended the 
filing time fo r civil suits. The House-passed securities litigation reform measure, H.R. 1058, 
does not include language concerning an extension of time to file.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA believes that all aspects of the law governing securities fraud should be examined and 
legislation passed that will separate frivolous harassment suits by sophisticated speculators and 
plaintiffs' attorneys from cases of genuine fraud deserving complete recovery.
JURISDICTION: House Commerce. Senate Banking.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205
Brian D. Cooney - Director, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9218
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ERISA AUDIT REQUIREMENTS
ISSUE: Should ERISA audit requirements be changed?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Currently, under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), plan administrators 
under certain conditions can instruct independent accountants not to audit assets held by certain 
government regulated entities, such as banks. Such audits are known as limited scope audits. At 
present, this authority is exercised in about half of the required ERISA audits.
BACKGROUND: The Department of Labor's (DOL) Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued three reports concerning 
independent audits of private pension plans from 1987-89. In December 1987, based on a review of 
information of selected ERISA plans, the DOL OIG identified some audit and reporting deficiencies. 
In the second report, issued in the spring of 1989, the DOL OIG advocated stricter standards and 
expanded responsibilities for independent accountants and questioned the adequacy of audit reports. 
The report also questioned the adequacy of the DOL's oversight of pension plan assets and said that 
an unknown portion of those assets may be at risk. The third report, released in November 1989, 
found some of the audits reviewed did not comply with one or more auditing standards.
In April 1992, a General Accounting Office (GAO) report was released recommending several 
changes in pension plan audits including: 1) requiring full scope audits; 2) requiring auditors to report 
fraud and serious ERISA violations promptly to the DOL if plan administrators do not do so; and 3) 
requiring auditors to participate in a peer review program. Legislation that would have implemented 
the GAO's recommendations was introduced in the House and Senate following release of the GAO 
report.
In 1993, DOL developed legislation to amend the laws concerning audits of pension plans. The DOL 
bill would generally implement the recommendations made by the GAO in its April 1992 report, except 
that the DOL proposed to require auditors to report certain matters directly to the DOL. The AICPA 
met with DOL representatives to discuss the draft legislation and submitted comments on it. DOL's 
bill was introduced in the House and Senate during the final days of the 103rd Congress, but 
was not acted on.
RECENT
ACTION:
DOL presently is seeking sponsors in the House and Senate to introduce its bill in the 104th 
Congress. While introduction of the DOL proposal is expected during the 104th Congress, the 
GOP is not likely to endorse the Administration's proposal.
AICPA
POSITION:
The GAO recommendations generally reflect positions already taken by the AICPA. The Institute: 1) 
has been an advocate of full scope audits since 1978; 2) agrees that the plan administrator has the 
primary responsibility to report to the DOL; and 3) requires peer review for its members.
The AICPA also recommended in a December 21,1993, comment letter to Congress about President 
Clinton's pension reform package that limited scope audits be repealed. For more information about 
the AlCPA's recommendations concerning pension reform, see page 22.
JURISDICTION: House Economic and Educational Opportunities. Senate Labor and Human Resources.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209
Ian A. MacKay - Director, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9253
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WORKLOAD PROBLEMS FOR CPAs CAUSED BY TRA '86
ISSUE: Should Congress modify the tax law to ease the workload imbalance that the accounting profession 
is experiencing as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA ’86) and the switch from fiscal years 
to calendar years for certain business entities?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
TRA '86 required trusts, partnerships, S corporations and personal service corporations (PSCs) to 
adopt a calendar year-end. In 1987, thanks to the efforts of thousands of CPAs, the calendar-year 
requirement was relaxed with the enactment of Internal Revenue Code section 444, which permitted 
partnerships, S corporations and PSCs to retain, and allowed new entities to elect, fiscal year-ends. 
While many of these businesses retained their fiscal year-ends, most did not. The shift of so many 
clients to calendar years, when combined with the heightened complexity caused by TRA '86, resulted 
in a tremendous shift of the work performed by CPAs to the first four months of the year. Further, the 
workload of CPAs and their employees became unacceptably light for the remaining seven months 
of the year. This phenomenon, referred to by CPAs as "workload compression," has ramifications 
not only for CPAs in tax practice, but also those performing audit work. Final audit reports are 
ordinarily due within ninety days after a client's year-end. The calendar-year-end requirement has also 
proved damaging to those small businesses that have a natural business year that is different from 
the calendar year.
BACKGROUND: In 1991, the AICPA developed a legislative proposal to further relax the calendar-year-end 
requirement. The proposal would have allowed all partnerships, S corporations, and PSCs to elect 
any fiscal year-end, so long as a deposit were made by the business. This deposit requirement was 
designed to ensure the proposal's revenue neutrality. (Following the 1990 budget agreement between 
Congress and the President, all tax bills must be revenue neutral.) In 1992, Congress twice included 
the AICPA proposal in large tax bills, both of which were vetoed by President Bush.
When President Clinton proposed increasing personal tax rates, the AICPA recognized that its 
legislative proposal would become unworkable and asked Congress not to include it in any of its 
current tax bills. Congress honored the AlCPA's request and did not include the 1992 proposal in the 
Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993.
Enactment of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 has made the workload situation even 
worse. The law raised the top individual tax rate to 39.6%, which in turn increased the deposit (from 
32% to 40.6%) required under section 444 to be paid by companies who still use fiscal years. Many 
companies are unwilling to pay such a large deposit and are now shifting to calendar years.
RECENT
ACTION:
The AlCPA’s workload compression proposal (developed during the last two years by the 
AICPA Workload Compression Task Force) was introduced on May 17,1995, by Rep. Clay Shaw 
(R-FL). For revenue neutrality purposes, the bill (H.R. 1661) w ill link any fiscal year election 
fo ra  partnership or S corporation with a requirement that the electing entity make estimated 
tax payments to the government on behalf of its owners. For most entities, the rate w ill be 
34%. For those with average income per owner of at least $250,000 (whose owners are most 
likely, themselves, to be in the 39.6% bracket) the estimated tax rate w ill be 39.6%. The owners 
w ill take credit fo r the estimated tax paid on the next 1040 form filed. Finally, H.R. 1661 
provides a de minim is rule. Those electing businesses with a tax liability of less than $5,000 
on the defined income of the business w ill not be required to make estimated payments. 
Partnerships and S corporations remaining on a calendar year w ill not be subject to this 
requirement.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA strongly supports H.R. 1661 and is pressing ahead with its effort to have a 
companion bill introduced in the Senate. The introduction of H.R. 1661 is a major step forward, 
but the profession still faces a long, uphill battle to have the bill enacted. As with our past 
successes with this issue, we expect AICPA members to play a critical role. As a firs t step, 
AICPA members are asked to urge their Congressional representatives to cosponsor H.R. 1661.
JURISDICTION: House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President 202/434-9205
James S. Clark, Jr. - Technical Manager, Tax Division 202/434-9229
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FLAT TAX
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
Should Congress replace the current income tax system with a flat rate tax system with few, 
if any, exclusions and deductions?
If adopted, a flat rate tax system would have significant impact on the economy. Most, if not 
all, market segments, businesses, and industries would be affected, including CPA tax 
practice.
The complexity of the current law has raised questions about the law’s basic fairness. As a 
result, some lawmakers are rethinking the entire tax structure. One of the possibilities being 
considered is a flat rate tax system. Such a system has also sparked the public’s imagination 
and the idea is receiving considerable media attention.
RECENT
ACTION:
A flat tax system imposes a single rate of tax on the tax base. It treats all taxpayers the same, 
whether similarly situated or not. It is generally recognized that a fla t tax underestimates the 
many d ifferent elements that go into a tax system. Such a system is viewed by many as 
d isruptive to the economy and unfair to many taxpayers. The fla t tax alternatives currently 
being advanced in Congress are being promoted as “ simple”  tax systems that offer a flat rate 
of tax imposed on a tax base that is significantly broadened through offering fewer deductions 
and exclusions than are presently available. The inclusion of each deduction or exclusion 
adds complexity.
The Senate Finance Committee kicked off Congressional debate on a flat tax at an April 5,1995, 
hearing. Since then, the Finance Committee, the Joint Economic Committee, and the House 
Small Business Taxation panel have held hearings. The House Ways and Means Committee 
has scheduled three days of hearings in June. In addition, GOP leaders have appointed Jack 
Kemp, former Housing Secretary, to lead a task force that w ill hold hearings this summer and 
make recommendations about legislation to radically simplify the tax system. A staff report 
released in April by the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) cautioned that replacing the current 
federal income tax with a flat-rate tax may not result in either a simple tax code or an equitable 
economic impact. The JCT report highlights longstanding difficulties associated with a flat tax. 
Tax filing for businesses would remain complex, the report said, because decisions still would 
have to be made about which assets are depreciable, and under what method, which assets 
qualify fo r expensing, the basis of assets, the extent to which interest on debt is deductible, 
and which employee benefits are qualifying tax exempt benefits and which are taxable 
compensation. As fo r individuals, the report concluded that eliminating itemized deductions 
under a flat tax is not likely to benefit the majority of Americans, since the JCT staff found that 
only 21.1 million taxpayers out of 107 million individual returns claimed one or more of the 
deductions fo r mortgage interest, state and local taxes, and charitable contributions.
Only one flat rate tax bill has been introduced so far in this Congress~S. 488 by Senator Arlen 
Specter (R-PA). However, additional proposals w ill soon be introduced. Two competing flat 
tax proposals w ill be advanced by Congressional leaders in the House of Representatives. 
House Majority Leader Richard Armey (R-TX) is set to reintroduce his much discussed flat tax 
proposal from last Congress. House Minority Leader Richard Gephardt (D-MO) also is 
developing a flat rate tax proposal, which he also plans to introduce this year. Furthermore, 
the Armey proposal will be introduced in the Senate by Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL). Despite 
all the discussion about a flat tax in Congress and the media, no legislation restructuring the 
tax system is likely to be passed until after the 1996 Presidential election.
AICPA
POSITION:
In 1984, the AICPA testified before Congress that a flat tax is regressive, would 
disproportionately benefit the wealthy, and is not likely to be as simple as the concept would 
firs t appear. The Institute also questioned some of the policy implications of a true flat ta x -  
such as the impact of the elimination of charitable contribution and mortgage interest 
deductions. In 1993, the AICPA Tax Executive Committee formed the Consumption Taxation 
Task Force, which is examining the flat rate tax (and other alternatives to the income tax 
system) so that it can include a position and recommendations in a statement of tax policy 
expected to be released in 1996. In any testimony prior to issuance of the statement of tax 
policy, the AICPA is likely to reaffirm the positions taken in 1984.
JURISDICTION: 
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226 
Carol B. Ferguson - Technical Manager, Tax Division 202/434-9243
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CONSUMPTION TAX
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress enact a consumption tax system?
If adopted, a consumption tax would have significant impact on the economy. Most, if not all, 
market segments, businesses, and industries would be affected, including CPA tax practice.
Basically defined, a consumption tax is imposed on the consumption of goods and services, 
rather than on income or savings. A consumption tax is an option that lawmakers and other 
policy makers have floated in the past, but such a tax has never had broad support in 
Congress. Now, with members of Congress driven by a desire to find a simpler tax system and 
to raise revenues, a consumption tax is under consideration again. If a consumption tax were 
adopted, it could be imposed on top of existing taxes or as a substitute fo r part or all of other 
taxes (payroll, corporate, or individual). Consumption taxes take various forms (even the flat 
tax proposal of Rep. Richard Armey (R-RX) would be considered a tax on consumption), and 
the AICPA Consumption Taxation Task Force currently is studying the fou r basic forms. They 
are:
■ Retail Sales Tax: imposes a tax on the consumer fo r sales of broad categories of 
commodities or services at the point of sale. A national sales tax would generate funds 
from what has traditionally been a source of revenue fo r states.
■ Credit-Invoice Value Added Tax (VAT): a variation of sales tax most common in 
Europe. VAT is imposed on the value added to a particular commodity by businesses 
engaged in the various stages of the manufacturing process. The tax paid by a 
business on its purchases or inputs is credited against, or subtracted from, the tax the 
business charges on its output or sales. The "cost" of the tax is ultimately borne by 
the consumer of the good.
■ Sales-Subtraction Value Added Tax: a VAT variation. The tax base is calculated by the 
business by reporting all taxable sales and deducting all taxable purchases. A sales- 
subtraction VAT is imposed on value added in each accounting period, rather than by 
transaction. The tax is generally buried in the prices of taxable goods and services.
■ Consumed Income Tax: a consumption-based income tax system. This form of 
consumption tax exempts savings and investment from taxation.
On April 25,1995, Senators Pete Domenici (R-NM) and Sam Nunn (D-GA) introduced legislation 
(S. 722) to replace the current income tax system with a consumption tax. Their bill is 
commonly known as the USA (Unlimited Savings Account) tax proposal. Other proposals also 
are being discussed and likely w ill be introduced. Rep. Sam Gibbons (D-FL), the senior 
Democrat on the House Ways and Means Committee, has plans fo r a credit-invoice VAT. 
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill Archer (R-TX) has weighed into the debate 
by declaring that he favors replacing the current income tax system with a consumption tax. 
He did not specify details, but consumption tax proposals are sure to be examined during the 
three days of hearings the Ways and Means Committee has scheduled fo r June. In addition, 
GOP leaders have appointed Jack Kemp, former Housing Secretary, to lead a task force that 
w ill hold hearings this summer and make recommendations about legislation to radically 
sim plify the tax system.
While there is increased interest in Congress in a consumption tax, the debate is likely to be 
protracted—particularly if the proposal is to replace our current system. No legislation 
restructuring the tax system is likely to be passed until after the 1996 Presidential election.
The AICPA Consumption Taxation Task Force is currently studying consumption taxes and 
analyzing specific proposals. A Statement of Tax Policy, which w ill include the AlCPA's 
position and recommendations, is expected to be released during 1996.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226
Carol B. Ferguson - Technical Manager, Tax Division 202/434-9243
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TAX PROVISIONS IN THE CONTRACT WITH AMERICA
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should the tax provisions included in the House Republicans* Contract with America be passed 
by Congress?
CPAs have a stake in whether Congress enacts the tax provisions in the Contract with America 
because some of the provisions would add still more complexity to the nation’s tax system.
Republican candidates fo r U.S. House of Representatives seats in the November 1994 
elections signed a campaign pledge entitled Contract with America. The 10-point policy 
commitment for "renewing" America was used by House GOP leaders as the ir roadmap for the 
first 100 days of the 104th Congress. Numerous changes in the tax law were included in the 
Contract as a means of implementing its policy objectives.
The House passed a Contract tax bill on April 5,1995. The legislation must now be considered 
by the Senate, which is expected to scale back some of the b ill’s tax cuts.
The AICPA endorsed many of the tax provisions in the Contract when it testified before the 
Ways and Means Committee on February 1,1995. The message of the testimony was "keep 
it simple.” Provisions that got a thumbs down from the AICPA generally did so because of their 
com plexity. Even on those proposals it supported, the Institute offered alternatives and 
suggestions about how they could be simplified.
Outlined below are the positions taken by the AICPA on some of the higher profile tax 
provisions in the Contract that were approved by the House.
■ Capital qains-The AICPA supports reinstatement of tax relief fo r net long-term capital 
gains. AICPA Tax Executive Committee Chair Deborah Walker testified that "Reducing 
taxes on capital gains w ill 'unlock,* fo r more productive uses, a significant amount of 
capital...."
■ Indexing capital qains-The AICPA opposes the Contract's proposal to index assets in 
order to determine whether they have had a gain or loss. The AICPA supports 
indexation to minimize the impact of inflation, but believes the proposal in the Contract 
is unworkable because of its complexity, its inconsistent treatment of assets, and the 
opportunities it provides fo r abuse by failing to index debt.
■ Family tax credit--The AICPA opposes the proposal because it provides an 
unnecessary layer of complexity for individuals. The same goal could be accomplished 
by expanding the standard deduction and/or the personal exemption.
■ American Dream Savings Account--The AICPA supports establishment of these 
accounts, but cautioned against allowing taxpayers to convert existing retirement 
savings assets to ADSA because such transfers would not increase savings.
■ Neutral Cost Recovery System—The AICPA opposed the Contract's proposal to 
increase the value of investment depreciation to equal the fu ll value of the original 
investment because of its extreme complexity.
■ Home office—The AICPA supports the Contract's proposal to clarify the definition of a 
home office. The provision would modify the U.S. Supreme Court's Soliman decision 
by allowing for the home office to be used fo r essential administrative or management 
activities conducted on a regular and systematic basis, where no other office space is 
provided fo r such activities.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226
Edward S. Karl - Director, Tax Division 202/434-9228
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S CORPORATION REFORM
ISSUE: Should Congress update Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code to make S corporations more 
available and more useful for small business?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Following enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, many corporate clients opted to change their tax 
status from the traditional two-tier system of corporate taxation to the single-level tax permitted by 
subchapter S. Currently, almost 1,700,000 corporations file as S corporations. This is more than 44% 
of all corporations that file tax returns and represents a significant portion of a typical CPA's business 
tax practice.
Only corporations that can meet certain sharply defined requirements such as a maximum number 
of shareholders, a single class of stock, and certain types of shareholders can be organized as S 
corporations. These strictures make it more complicated to operate as an S corporation, foreclose 
certain types of financing vehicles, necessitate overly complex corporate structures to manage liability 
concerns, and create a number of "traps" that business owners can unwittingly fall into with serious 
tax consequences. These problems make it less useful for small businesses to be formed as S 
corporations. Also, in advising clients, CPAs find that the rules governing S corporations are 
unnecessarily complicated.
BACKGROUND: The AICPA collaborated during the last Congress with, among others, representatives of the American 
Bar Association's Tax Section (ABA) and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to develop a proposal to 
modernize S corporations’ tax laws. The S Corporation Reform Act introduced last Congress in the 
Senate and House of Representatives incorporated many of the proposals developed by the AICPA, 
the ABA, and the Chamber. The legislation received broad, bi-partisan support, but was not passed 
before the 103rd Congress adjourned.
RECENT
ACTION:
On May 4, 1995, Senators Orrin Hatch (R-UT) and David Pryor (D-AR) introduced the S 
Corporation Reform Act of 1995 with 22 cosponsors, seven of whom serve on the Senate 
Finance Committee. The bill, S. 758, is a slightly revised version of the legislation that was 
introduced in the last Congress. Among S. 758's provisions are the follow ing: 1) Increase the 
allowable number of shareholders from 35 to 50; 2) Aggregate members of one family so they 
can be counted as one shareholder; 3) Permit tax-exempt organizations, such as pension 
funds (including ESOPs) and charities, to own shares of S corporation stock; 4) Expand "safe 
harbor debt" to permit convertible debt, and permit venture capitalists and lending institutions 
to hold safe harbor debt; 5) Expand the types of trusts that can own S corporation stock; 6) 
Remove tax traps by permitting the Secretary of the Treasury to treat invalid elections as 
effective and by providing for automatic waivers of certain inadvertent terminations; 7) Permit 
an S corporation to issue “ plain vanilla”  preferred stock; 8) Permit an S corporation to own up 
to 100% of a C corporation; and 9) Permit an S corporation to own 100% of an S corporation. 
A hearing on S. 758 by a Senate Finance subcommittee is expected in early summer.
Similar legislation is expected to be introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives soon.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA strongly supports S. 758 and is continuing its campaign fo r enactment of the 
legislation. The AICPA is calling on its Key Persons to help build support fo r the legislation by 
asking them to urge their Congressional representatives to cosponsor the legislation. We 
anticipate odds of passage as fairly good this Congress, depending on revenue estimates to 
be prepared by the Joint Committee on Taxation.
JURISDICTION: House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226
Thomas E. Fritz - Technical Manager, Tax Division 202/434-9279
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RELIEF FROM TRANSFER TAXATION FOR FAMILY BUSINESSES
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress pass legislation to relieve the burden current tax law imposes on owners of 
family-owned businesses when the business is transferred from one generation to another?
In serving their clients, CPAs regularly encounter the problems current law poses to family 
business owners in shifting ownership to other family members. Particularly vexing are the 
complex rules governing the valuation of a business (Chapter 14 of the Internal Revenue 
Code). Chapter 14 is intended to prevent business owners from undervaluing assets in order 
to escape transfer taxes, but the tax rates it imposes when the business is passed to 
succeeding generations are confiscatory and its rules are far too complicated fo r businesses 
with assets under $5 million.
Family businesses are extremely important to the American economy. There are approximately 
ten to twelve million private businesses. These businesses account fo r approximately 50% of 
the U.S. gross national product and 65% of the wages paid. Typically, they are small and mid­
size businesses. However, even some of the largest companies in the Fortune 500 are family- 
owned and family-controlled.
Unfortunately, family-owned businesses have an alarming failure rate. There are a number of 
reasons fo r business failures, including family dynamics, death or disability of the founder, 
competition, and financing. But one of the major concerns is the transfer tax cost of passing 
the ownership of the business to succeeding generations. This cost results from estate, gift, 
and generation-skipping transfer taxes.
The highest marginal rate for these taxes is between 55% and 60%. The basis of taxation is the 
fa ir market of the property being transferred. For the family business, the property is the 
deceased owner's share of the business itself. These taxes cause a tremendous financial 
strain on the company. The surviving owners may pay a tax of up to 60% of the fa ir market 
value of the share of the property being transferred. The survivors must take out loans or use 
current earnings from the business to pay the tax bill. Moreover, the tim ing cannot possibly 
be worse, as the payment of this tax is caused by the death of a key owner. Therefore, a 
change in management occurs at the same time that the tax liability arises.
Several bills have been introduced this Congress in the U.S. House of Representatives and 
Senate that would remove the obstacles the present tax law poses to passing ownership of 
businesses from one generation to the next. H.R. 784, introduced by Rep. Christopher Cox (R- 
CA), would repeal the federal estate and gift taxes, as well as the tax on generation-skipping 
transfers. S. 161, introduced by Senator Patty Murray (D-WA), would reduce the 55% estate tax 
rate to 15% as long as the heirs continue to operate the business, or to a maximum of 20% if 
the heirs retain ownership but have it managed by someone outside the family. S. 161 also 
would index the unified estate and gift tax credit fo r inflation.
The House Small Business Committee held a hearing on the fam ily business and estate tax 
reform on January 31,1995. The AICPA testified at the hearing and recommended a number 
of technical and procedural rule changes. The tax writing committees in Congress have not 
held hearings on this issue.
The AICPA applauds the introduction of these bills and believes their introduction w ill move 
forward the debate on reform of estate and gift tax laws as related to family businesses. At a 
minimum, the AICPA urges Congress to adopt the technical and procedural rule changes it 
recommended to the House Small Business Committee. The changes would lighten the 
transfer tax burden on America's family businesses, simplify our current law, and provide for 
more equitable treatment of taxpayers.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226
Loretta M. Bonner - Technical Manager, Tax Division 202/434-9267
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TAX SIMPLIFICATION
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Are tax laws, the Internal Revenue Code, and regulations written in the simplest fashion?
The tax law has become so complex it is in danger of eroding our system of voluntary tax compliance. 
Taxpayers and tax practitioners are increasingly frustrated with the burden of trying to understand and 
comply with the law. In addition, the IRS finds it increasingly difficult to administer the law.
The 102nd Congress twice passed legislation supported by the AICPA that contained many tax 
simplification provisions; both bills were vetoed by President Bush.
In the 103rd Congress, a tax simplification package supported by the AICPA passed the U.S. House 
of Representatives, but was not considered by the Senate. If was similar to the bills passed by the 
102nd Congress. Also last Congress, the AICPA testified before Congress on President Clinton's tax 
proposals focusing on the complexity of a number of the provisions and offering simplified 
alternatives. The final version of the budget bill signed into law by Congress excluded the incremental 
investment tax credit opposed by the AICPA because of its complexity and included new rules 
supported by the AICPA concerning the amortization of intangible assets that simplified this area of 
the law.
In April 1993, the AICPA issued a "Tax Complexity Index," which is designed to enable lawmakers and 
others to measure the degree of complexity--and, therefore, the potential for taxpayer confusion- 
contained in any tax proposal under consideration. The AICPA "Index" was sent to all members of the 
Ways and Means and Finance Committees, appropriate Congressional staff, and key officials at the 
IRS and Treasury Department.
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill Archer (R-TX) introduced legislation based 
on last Congress’s Tax Simplification and Technical Corrections Act. His bill, H.R. 1121, is 
strictly a technical corrections bill, but simplification provisions may be added later.
When the AICPA weighed into the discussion on the tax provisions in the Contract with 
America, it emphasized the need fo r simplicity. The Institute endorsed many of the tax 
provisions in the Contract during its testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee 
on February 1,1995, but offered a number of suggestions about how even these proposals 
could be simplified. Proposals in the Contract that got a thumbs down from the AICPA 
generally did so because of their complexity.
The AICPA has for years been the most outspoken champion of tax simplification. During 1989 and 
1990, the AICPA Tax Simplification Committee promoted the need to consider simplification in future 
tax legislative and regulatory activity, identified specific areas in existing tax law in need of 
simplification, and worked with Congress and the Treasury on the implementation of simplification 
proposals. In the fall of 1991, the AICPA Council adopted a resolution encouraging the federal 
government to do "all that is necessary for tax simplification." In 1993, the AICPA approved a proposal 
to significantly reform the alternative minimum tax; it was submitted to Congress and the Treasury 
Department. AICPA Congressional testimony has consistently stressed the need to simplify the tax 
code in order to preserve our voluntary compliance tax system. In previous Congresses the Institute 
has supported the following provisions as examples of what would help taxpayers: a simplified method 
of applying the uniform capitalization rules; restoring an estimated tax safe harbor for smaller 
corporations if no tax was paid in the prior year; simplifying the earned income credit; the creation of 
a safe harbor for determination of a principal residence in a divorce or separation, and broad changes 
to the pension area.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 202/434-9226
Eileen Sherr - Technical Manager, Tax Division 202/434-9256
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APPLICATION OF WAGE AND HOUR LAWS TO PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should legislation be enacted reversing a U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) ruling which limits 
workplace flexibility for professionals?
How the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is interpreted by the DOL is important to CPAs because it 
impacts the management of their practice, as well as how many of their clients conduct their 
businesses. Accountants and certain of their employees are exempt from the FLSA under the Act's 
professional exemption provision. Some common management practices--such as granting unpaid 
leave (pay docking) to employees for less than a full day, maintaining time sheets to ensure accurate 
client billing, or paying overtime to salaried employees—are being used by the DOL as grounds for 
treating those employees as hourly employees. Removal of the professional exemption entitles those 
employees to seek compensation for all the "overtime" worked during the past two years.
The FLSA was enacted by Congress in 1938 to protect hourly employees; under the FLSA employers 
are required to pay a minimum wage per hour and also to pay overtime for any hours over 40 worked 
in a pay period. Exempted from the law by Congress were executive, administrative, and professional 
employees. However, recent interpretations of the regulations implementing the FLSA by DOL 
personnel and the courts have eroded the exemption for professionals. Courts have held that pay 
docking for salaried employees violates the FLSA, despite the fact that many employees view the 
ability to take unpaid leave to meet family obligations as a benefit.
Other practices that put the employer at risk of losing the exempt status for employees include: use 
of vacation or sick leave in partial day increments; payment of straight time to professionals who work 
more than 40 hours per week; maintenance of time sheets, although public and private clients require 
such records to ensure accurate billing; meeting of some government contractual requirements 
stipulating that employees account for their work on an hourly basis and that the employees be paid 
overtime for more than 40 hours a week; and requirements by employers that employees be on site 
for established hours of operation. Partial relief has been provided in narrow instances. Congress 
signaled its recognition of the difficulties the pay docking rule is causing in 1993 when it passed the 
Family and Medical Leave Act. A provision was included in the law to allow salaried employees of 
businesses with 50 or more employees to take partial-day unpaid leave to handle family and medical 
needs without being in violation of the FLSA. However, this does not provide relief for employees who 
need flexibility for reasons other than those covered by the Family and Medical Leave Act (i.e. birth or 
adoption of a child, medical condition). State and local governments received partial relief, too, when 
in September 1992 the DOL eliminated the pay docking rule for these entities. However, in neither 
instance was the issue of retroactivity addressed.
The FLSA is targeted fo r examination by House Republicans as a part of their promise in the 
Contract with America to reduce employers' regulatory burden. The firs t hearing on the FLSA 
was held March 30,1995, by the House Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee's 
Subcommittee on Workforce Protection; additional hearings are planned fo r later this year. In 
addition, Rep. Robert Andrews (D-NJ) has reintroduced his bill from the last Congress (H.R. 
946) that would reverse DOL's pay docking ruling, and make its coverage retroactive.
To qualify as an exempt professional, a public accountant must be paid on a salary or fee basis. 
Licensed lawyers engaged in the practice of law are excepted from this test under the exception for 
the "traditional learned" professions in the DOL regulations. While employment circumstances of 
lawyers and accountants are virtually identical, the law treats these professions differently for no 
apparent reason. The Institute believes the DOL should exercise its authority under the law to provide 
this exemption. Furthermore, since the DOL's authority applies only prospectively, Congress should 
legislate this change retroactively (excepting those cases in which a final judgment has been entered). 
Furthermore, the AICPA believes Congress needs to legislate that individuals who are working toward 
satisfying examination or experience requirements for certification or licensure as a public accountant 
would also be excepted from the salary or fee basis test. Medical school graduates already are 
excepted from the salary or fee basis test when they work as an intern or resident. The AICPA wrote 
the chairmen of the House Economic and Senate Labor Committees to let them know how the 
AICPA believes the FLSA should be amended; the Institute’s letter has been included as part 
of the March 30 hearing record.
House Economic and Educational Opportunities. Senate Labor and Human Resources.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Ian A. MacKay - Director, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9253 
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AUDITOR RESPONSIBILITIES
ISSUE: Should the independent auditor's role and responsibilities be expanded for audits of publicly owned 
corporations?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Some Members of Congress believe that the role and responsibilities of auditors should be expanded 
to provide greater protection to the public. This call for greater expectations of auditors reflects the 
positive value placed on CPAs' services.
BACKGROUND: Rep. John Dingell (D-MI) held 23 oversight hearings on the accounting profession during his tenure 
as chairman of the House Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations. 
The hearings, held between 1985 and 1988, focused on the effectiveness of independent accountants 
who audit publicly owned corporations and on the performance of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) in meeting its responsibilities. The AICPA testified three times.
As a result of these hearings, bills were introduced in the last three Congresses regarding the auditor's 
responsibility to, among other things, report illegal activities to the SEC, if the company does not. In 
each Congress, the legislation moved to a different stage of the legislative process, with the bills twice 
being passed by the U.S. House of Representatives. The AICPA supported various versions of these 
bills in the different Congresses, but often only after negotiating compromise language with the 
legislation's principal sponsor, Rep. Ron Wyden (D-OR).
Last Congress, the AICPA successfully negotiated with Rep. Wyden to have compromise language 
included in the bill that preserved for the profession the principal responsibility for setting auditing 
standards. The AICPA supported the amended version of the bill, and it was introduced for the first 
time in the Senate. Its provisions also were incorporated Into the litigation reform bill introduced by 
Senators Pete Domenici (R-NM) and Christopher Dodd (D-CT). In the House last Congress, the 
Wyden bill was approved by the Commerce Committee, but blocked from a vote in the full House 
because of a jurisdictional dispute between the House Commerce and Banking Committees about an 
unrelated issue.
RECENT
ACTION:
Rep. Wyden reintroduced his bill from last Congress on January 30,1995. It is H.R. 725 and 
is identical to the bill supported last Congress by the AICPA.
The provisions of H.R. 725 were added as an amendment to the securities litigation reform bill, 
H.R. 1058, which was passed by the House on March 8,1995, and are included in S. 240, the 
securities litigation reform bill approved by the Senate Banking Committee on May 25,1995 
(see page 10). Because H.R. 725 is part of both the House and Senate securities litigation 
reform bills, it is almost certain to be included in any final version of such legislation approved 
by Congress. The AICPA expects Congress to make clear in enacting this provision that the 
principal responsibility for setting auditing standards remains with the accounting profession.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA supports H.R. 725 and is pleased to see it included as part of H.R. 1058 and S. 240. 
Furthermore, improving the prevention and detection of fraud is one of the five main goals of the 
AICPA Board of Directors’ 1993 initiatives entitled Meeting the Financial Reporting Needs of the 
Future: A Public Commitment From the Public Accounting Profession.
JURISDICTION: House Commerce. Senate Banking.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209
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PENSION REFORM
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Do present Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) requirements ensure that an 
adequate amount of information is available to workers to assess the financial position of their pension 
plans?
Central to the accounting profession's mission is ensuring meaningful financial reporting to help 
protect the investing public. With this mission in mind, the AICPA issued a set of proposals aimed 
at providing greater disclosure of information so that American workers are adequately informed about 
one of their most important investments-their pensions.
The collapse of large companies in some of America's major industries has focused the national 
media spotlight on how those collapses have affected workers, and in particular their pensions. 
Related horror stories of shattered dreams and reduced circumstances are told. However, despite 
the media attention and the personal identification that all workers can feel with those who have had 
their pension income cut, many Americans do not know the condition of their pension or how to find 
out. Furthermore, if they were to undertake the task of assessing the financial health of their pension 
plan, they would discover some of the critical information necessary to do the analysis is not routinely 
provided.
On April 29, 1993, the AICPA called on the U.S. Congress and Department of Labor (DOL) to 
adopt its recommendations, which would ensure greater disclosure to help Americans find out what 
their pensions will be when they retire, whether their pensions are fully funded, and whether the 
government will pay the promised benefits if the employer cannot. Among the recommendations are 
the following:
■ Audits of pension plan financial statements by independent CPAs should be full-scope in 
nature to make sure all plan investments are audited. Currently, ERISA requirements permit 
plan administrators to instruct independent accountants not to audit assets held in certain 
government regulated entities, such as banks. At present, this authority is exercised in about 
half of the required ERISA audits. (See page 12.)
■ The DOL should enhance and expand the information required in the Summary Annual 
Report (SAR) to include such fundamentals as how much the plan has promised to pay 
participants, whether the plan is currently funded to make good on those commitments, and 
whether plan benefits are insured by the government's Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
(PBGC). The SAR is the one document required by law to be furnished to employees 
annually by most pension plans and does not now contain this information.
At the end of 1994, Congress passed the GATT world-trade pact; it included a variety of 
pension law changes, which helped fund the cost of the trade bill. Among them are disclosure 
requirements recommended in 1993 by the AICPA that w ill expand the information available to 
workers and retirees about the funding of their plans and the lim its on the PBGC's guarantee. 
Unfortunately, the new law w ill only require such disclosure to participants in underfunded 
defined benefit plans that are insured by the PBGC. Sponsors of fully-funded plans w ill not 
have to comply. Nor w ill plan sponsors whose plans are not covered by the PBGC.
The AICPA has followed up its 1993 effort by issuing an educational brochure fo r defined 
contribution plan participants. Entitled Saving fo r a Secure Retirement: How to Use Your 
Company’s 401(k) Plan, the brochure is designed as a guide fo r Americans whose employers 
offer these plans. The brochure offers step-by-step instructions fo r workers to calculate how 
much they need to save today to ensure a comfortable and secure retirement.
The AICPA will persist in its campaign to educate workers about their pensions, and supports 
broader adoption of its 1993 recommendations by the federal government either through 
regulation or legislation.
House Economic and Educational Opportunities. Senate Labor and Human Resources.
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Susan W. Hicks - Technical Manager, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9206
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FEDERAL REGULATION OF DERIVATIVES
ISSUE: Should Congress grant a federal government entity the authority to establish accounting guidelines 
as part of a legislative package to regulate derivative financial instruments (derivatives)?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
The accounting profession has no direct stake in the question of whether derivatives should be 
federally regulated. It's the related issue of who will set accounting standards that is important to 
CPAs.
BACKGROUND: The massive losses in Orange County, California, which caused the County to declare 
bankruptcy and which were tied to derivative instruments, have caused public policymakers 
to  step up their scrutiny of who is using derivatives, how they are being used and whether 
federal regulation is required to protect the soundness of our financial system. Concern was 
further heightened by the dramatic $1 billion derivatives loss that brought down Barings PLC 
of Great Britain earlier this spring. (Derivatives are generally used to manage risk; their value is 
derived from an underlying asset, such as stocks, interest rates, commodities, and foreign currencies.) 
In 1994, the General Accounting Office released a report advocating federal regulation of all major 
derivatives dealers. In October 1994, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued 
a rule (Statement 119) requiring all types of entities to disclose more information about 
amounts, nature and terms of certain derivatives.
RECENT
ACTION:
The AICPA entered the public discussion in June 1994 when it widely issued six common-sense 
questions for boards of directors to ask about their organizations' activities in derivatives. The 
questions were developed by the AICPA in the public interest as a starting point for a necessary dialog 
among all decision-makers in organizations that use derivatives. The questions build on the corporate 
governance aspects of two key reports on derivatives—a study by the Group of Thirty (an international 
financial policy organization) and the GAO report.
In December 1994, the AICPA published the firs t reference guide to current auditing and 
accounting literature on derivatives. The guide describes existing literature and related 
projects underway by FASB and the AlCPA's Accounting Standards Executive Committee. It 
was d istributed to the media, federal regulatory agencies, and other business and financial 
organizations.
In the Senate, the Banking Committee held hearings on January 5-6, 1995 to examine the 
Orange County financial crisis, although Committee members and witnesses seemed intent 
on determining whether federal legislation was needed and what the federal government's role 
should be in regulating the over-the-counter derivatives market. Witnesses and most Senate 
Banking Committee members expressed confidence that federal regulators have enough legal 
authority to regulate the industry. The chairman of the Senate Banking Committee concluded 
after the hearings that federal legislation to regulate derivatives is not needed now, which 
probably means that the Senate w ill not budget much future time fo r this issue—barring some 
new disaster. Accounting standards fo r derivatives received limited attention during the 
hearings.
The sentiment in the House is different. Broad derivative regulation measures have been 
introduced by the chairman of the House Banking Committee and the committee’s most senior 
Democrat. H.R. 20, introduced by Chairman Jim Leach (R-IA), includes language that would 
grant federal agencies the authority to establish accounting guidelines fo r derivatives 
activities. Following Barings’ collapse, legislation was introduced in the House that would 
require derivatives dealers to register with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The 
House Banking Committee is expected to hold hearings on derivatives later this year.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA opposes the language in H.R. 20 that would grant federal agencies the authority to 
set accounting standards, and supports retaining the responsibility fo r setting these standards 
in the private sector. Institute staff members are already talking with House staff to resolve 
this problem.
JURISDICTION: House Banking. House Commerce. Senate Banking.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209
James F. Green - Technical Manager, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9269
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REGULATORY RELIEF FROM FDICIA
ISSUE:
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress enact legislation to repeal certain reporting provisions of the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA)?
In addition to audited financial statements, FDICIA requires management and auditors of certain large 
institutions to report on internal controls over financial reporting and compliance with specified laws 
and regulations. Legislative proposals would delete some or all of the additional reporting 
requirements.
FDICIA requires, among other things, that management of certain federally insured depository 
institutions issue audited financial statements, a written assertion about the effectiveness of the 
institution's internal controls over financial reporting, and a written assertion about the institution's 
compliance with certain laws and regulations. Congress also included a provision in FDICIA that an 
independent public accountant attest to management's assertions concerning internal controls and 
perform certain procedures relative to management’s assertions about compliance.
The banking industry is seeking relief from what it calls burdensome regulations and paperwork 
requirements implementing FDICIA through enactment of legislation that would repeal certain 
reporting provisions of FDICIA. Last Congress, bills were introduced by Rep. Doug Bereuter (R-NE) 
and Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL) that would have repealed these regulations; the bills gained wide 
bi-partisan support within Congress. The provisions of Rep. Bereuter's bill were incorporated into the 
Community Development Bank Bill, which offered the House of Representatives an opportunity to 
consider whether some of the reporting requirements opposed by the banking community should be 
repealed. Ultimately, the 103rd Congress passed the Bank Bill without repealing any of the auditor 
attestation requirements under FDICIA.
The battle continues this Congress. Rep. Bereuter and Senator Shelby reintroduced legislation 
(H.R. 1362 and S. 650) on March 30, 1995, to ease the regulatory burden on banks. Senate 
Banking Committee Chairman Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY) said he intends to act quickly on S. 650 
so that it can be considered by the full Senate this summer. It would repeal FDICIA’s 
requirements fo r auditor reports of management’s assertions on internal controls and 
compliance with laws and regulations, while retaining the requirement fo r management reports. 
Further, H.R. 1362 would allow the Federal Home Finance Board to establish accounting 
principles and would require that all twelve Federal Home Loan Banks be audited by the same 
audit firm. S. 650 would also allow the Federal Home Finance Board to establish accounting 
principles, and would repeal auditor reports relative to compliance w ith laws and regulations, 
while retaining the requirement fo r management reports.
The AICPA opposes permitting the Federal Home Finance Board to establish accounting 
principles fo r the twelve Federal Home Loan Banks because it may result in regulatory 
accounting principles (RAP) that are different from GAAP. This may cause confusion and 
m isunderstanding. The AICPA continues to support a report by an independent auditor on 
management's assertion on the effectiveness of the company's internal controls over financial 
reporting. The internal control system is the main line of defense against fraudulent financial reporting. 
The AICPA urged the Securities and Exchange Commission to establish such a requirement in the set 
of initiatives it issued in June 1993 entitled Meeting the Financial Reporting Needs of the Future: A 
Public Commitment From the Public Accounting Profession. Without the independent attestation 
requirement, management would report free from the disciplines imposed by the independent 
attestation engagement and users would not know if management's assertion is fairly presented.
The AICPA believes that whether management and auditors should report on compliance with 
specified laws and regulations is a policy decision fo r Congress and the regulators. However, 
the Institute believes that Congress should not retain management’s report on compliance and 
remove the auditor’s attestation. Both should be required or deleted.
House Banking. Senate Banking.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209 
James F. Green - Technical Manager, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9269
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AUDITOR ROTATION REQUIREMENT IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATION
ISSUE: Should legislation to overhaul the telecommunications industry include provisions to require the 
rotation of independent auditors, require those auditors to be selected by and work at the direction of 
the states, and allow the states to prescribe audit procedures?
WHY IT'S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
The accounting profession's concern about proposed legislation to revamp the telecommunications 
industry centers on a provision that was included in the Senate bill last Congress to require rotation 
of audit firms for the stated purpose of "ensuring their independence." Enactment of an audit firm 
rotation provision as part of a telecommunications bill could set a precedent for including such 
language in future legislation. Additionally, the provision erroneously implied that auditors cannot be 
independent unless they are rotated. A related provision called for the auditor to be selected by, and 
work at the direction of, the state commission of each state. Such a requirement would create a 
hardship for companies and their auditors operating in more than one state because different 
requirements could be established by each commission.
BACKGROUND: For several years Congress has wrestled to rewrite the law governing the telecommunications industry. 
Last Congress, legislation was introduced in the Senate which contained the auditor rotation 
requirement, as well as the requirement that auditors be selected by and work at the direction of the 
state commission of each state. The AICPA and its Key Persons worked to delete these objectionable 
provisions, and the Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee deleted the auditor 
rotation provision from the legislation. However, the committee-approved bill still required the states 
to select the auditor and state-promulgated auditing procedures. The Congress adjourned (and the 
bill died) before the legislation could be considered by the full Senate. The House passed its own 
version of telecommunications legislation, but it contained no similar audit provision.
RECENT
ACTION:
In February, the new chair of the Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, 
Senator Larry Pressler (R-SD), circulated a draft telecommunications proposal which did not 
contain the objectionable audit provisions. However, the Democratic proposal contained 
auditing provisions similar to those that were approved by the Committee last year. When 
Senate Democrats and Republicans began meeting to write a bipartisan bill, the AICPA 
contacted the Senators who sat on the Committee to let them know of the accounting 
profession ’s objections to the audit provisions in the Democratic proposal. In March, the 
Committee approved legislation (S. 652) that contains an acceptable audit provision. S. 652 
s till must be approved by the full Senate. The AICPA w ill keep a watchful eye out for 
amendments offered on the Senate floor which could amend the audit provision. The House 
is currently drafting its own bill, but we do not expect an audit provision to surface in the 
House bill. The differences between any telecommunications bills passed by the House and 
Senate w ill have to be reconciled in a conference committee.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA opposes inclusion of an auditor rotation provision in any telecommunications legislation 
that may be approved by the Congress. The Institute believes mandatory audit firm rotation is 
unnecessary because: 1) audits are strengthened by accounting firm continuity; 2) audit firm rotation 
is disruptive, time consuming, and would increase overall audit costs; 3) audit committees are in the 
best position to evaluate the performance of their auditors; and 4) the AICPA requires auditors of SEC 
registrants to join its SEC Practice Section, which requires that firms rotate the engagement partner 
responsible for the audit of a public company every seven years. This ensures that a fresh perspective 
is brought to these engagements without sacrificing institutional knowledge of the client. Moreover, 
the SEC's Office of the Chief Accountant is on record as not recommending legislation or rulemaking 
to mandate auditor rotation.
JURISDICTION: House Commerce. Senate Commerce.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205 
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209
Lisa M. Dinackus - Manager, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9276
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SINGLE AUDIT ACT
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress amend the Single Audit Act of 1984?
The amendments proposed to the Single Audit Act are important to CPAs because CPAs 
conduct audits under the Act, and the amendments would impose new responsibilities on the 
auditor and would, among other provisions, require the auditor to address his or her report to 
the federal government in addition to the client.
In 1984, Congress passed the Single Audit Act, which set uniform audit requirements fo r state 
and local governments receiving federal financial assistance.
In mid-March, a discussion draft of a bill that would amend the Single Audit Act of 1984 was 
d istributed fo r informal comments. How much attention such a bill might receive from the 
Republican-controlled Congress is unclear. The proposal would make the follow ing changes 
of interest to the accounting profession:
■ Change the "major program" definition to require auditors to use a risk-based 
approach in selecting programs for testing. The Act now requires auditors to select 
programs fortesting solely on dollar-based criteria. The largest programs, known as 
"m ajor programs," are now required to be tested by the Act. The AICPA supports in 
concept a risk-based approach fo r selecting programs fo rtes ting , but the proposed 
approach should be revised and “ field tested” before it is implemented. One aspect 
of the risk-based approach that the AICPA strongly opposes is making the auditor 
responsible for performing the program risk assessment. Instead, the AICPA believes 
that the cognizant agency should have that responsibility.
■ Require auditors to address the report to a federal clearinghouse, as well as to the 
audited entity. Auditors w ill also be required to state the ir understanding that the 
federal government will rely on the report. The AICPA opposes this proposed change 
because generally accepted auditing standards provide guidance on auditors’ reports. 
This proposal does not take into account that the single audit has a variety of users 
and reporting objectives and that its distribution, and the presumed reliance on it, are 
already clearly addressed in professional standards and various federal administrative 
regulations.
■ Expand the scope of the Act to include not-for-profit organizations that currently 
receive organization-wide audits under Office of Management and Budget Circular A- 
133. The AICPA supports this proposal because it will result in more consistency in the 
audit requirements fo r state and local governments and non-profit organizations that 
receive federal financial assistance.
■ Increase the threshold from $100,000 to $300,000 fo r determining whether entities are
required to have a single audit. The AICPA supports increasing the audit threshold, but 
has no means of determining whether the proposed threshold is the optimum. OMB 
should periodically evaluate the threshold and revise it as necessary.
The AICPA was an active player during Congressional consideration of the Single Audit Act of 
1984. The AICPA has no objections to updating the Act. However, the Institute w ill strive to 
modify any troublesome provisions, such as those outlined above, so that they are acceptable 
to the accounting profession.
House Government Reform and Oversight. Senate Governmental Affairs.
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9209 
Mary M. Foelster - Technical Manager, Federal Government Relations 202/434-9259
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REGULATION OF FINANCIAL PLANNERS
ISSUE: As a means of providing greater protection to the public from unscrupulous financial planners, should 
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Act) be amended to limit the professional's (attorney, accountant, 
engineer, teacher) incidental activity exemption, require all who hold themselves out as "financial 
planners" to register as investment advisers, create a private right of action which would expand 
liability, and increase administrative sanctions and penalties for the entire financial planner/investment 
adviser community?
WHY ITS 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Financial planning is one of the traditional services long provided by CPAs to their clients. As trusted 
financial advisers and professionals, CPAs are looked to by their clients to provide financial planning 
advice. CPAs are already regulated by respective state boards of accountancy for the services they 
provide the public. Generally, CPAs do not render specific investment advice as part of their financial 
planning activities. The existing Act provides an exception for accountants who provide investment 
advice as an incidental part of other services. Requiring all financial planners to register as investment 
advisers would increase the regulatory burden on CPAs. This would increase the cost of financial 
planning services with no demonstrated benefit to the public.
BACKGROUND: During the last two Congresses, the House of Representatives passed legislation to regulate financial 
planners. A collaborative effort between the AICPA and the sponsors of the legislation led to 
amendment of early versions of the legislation to such an extent that the AICPA was able to endorse 
the bills. The AICPA initially opposed the legislation because it included a private right of action that 
would have expanded the adviser's liability and because the SEC would have been granted the 
authority to make rules interpreting provisions of the Act. The version of the bill passed by the House 
during the 102nd and 103rd Congresses preserved the present accountants' exclusion provided under 
the Act, and did not include a provision establishing a private right of action. The AlCPA's negotiations 
on this issue were bolstered by AICPA Key Person Contacts and members of the AICPA Personal 
Financial Planning Division. In the Senate, narrower legislation was twice passed that would have 
authorized the SEC to increase its registration fees for investment advisers to help pay for more SEC 
examiners. In both Congresses, members of the House and Senate could not agree about how much 
more regulation should be imposed on financial planners, and the bills died.
RECENT
ACTION:
In the Senate, S. 148 was introduced by Sen. Phil Gramm (R-TX) and directs the SEC to target 
its resources to enforce the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. It does not broaden or alter the 
definition of an investment adviser under the Act. Nor does S. 148 address the issue of who 
should register as a financial planner.
Legislation to regulate financial planners has not been introduced yet in the House.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA has no objections to S. 148. The AICPA believes any new regulation should focus on 
those who engage in the type of activities that most frequently lead to fraud and abuse, which is the 
approach that was embodied in the bills passed in previous Congresses by the House. Documented 
abuses involve individuals who sell investment products and who control client funds. No need has 
been demonstrated to regulate CPA financial planners who do not receive commissions for 
recommending investment products, sell investment products, or take custody of client funds. 
Therefore, efforts to curb fraud and abuse in the investment advisory marketplace should be directed 
at the services the individual provides to the public, rather than how the services are advertised or what 
they are called.
JURISDICTION: House Commerce. Senate Banking.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9205
Phyllis Bernstein - Director, Personal Financial Planning 201/938-3808
Lisa M. Dinackus - Manager, Congressional and Political Affairs 202/434-9276
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OTHER ISSUES
Some of the other legislative, regulatory, and tax issues that the AICPA is monitoring include:
Tax Issues
■ Limited Liability Company regulatory consistency
■ Tax options for revenue enhancement
■ Taxpayer Bill of Rights
Auditing and Accounting Issues
■ Quality of audits of federal financial assistance
■ GAAP/RAP issues
■ Improving federal financial management practices
■ Federal regulation of insurance audits
Regulatory Issues
■ Real estate appraisal legislation and regulation
Professional/Human Resource Issues
■ Tax incentives for the creation of affordable, quality child care options
■ Minority education incentives
If you would like additional details on any of these issues, please contact our office.
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AICPA PROFILE
HISTORY
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) was founded in 1887. Its creation marked the 
emergence of accountancy as a profession, distinguished by its educational requirements, high professional standards, 
strict code of professional ethics, licensing status, and commitment to serving the public interest.
The AICPA is the national professional association of certified public accountants in the United States. Members are 
CPAs from every state and territory of the United States, and the District of Columbia. Currently, there are more than 
320,000 members. Approximately 45 percent of those members are in public practice, and the other 55 percent include 
members working in industry, education, government, and other various categories.
OBJECTIVES
In its continuing effort to serve the public interest, the Institute creates and grades the Uniform CPA Examination, 
develops auditing standards, upholds the Code of Professional Conduct, provides continuing professional education 
and contributes technical advice to government and to private sector rule-making bodies in areas such as accounting 
standards, taxation, banking and thrifts.
LEADERSHIP
The Chairman of the AICPA Board of Directors is elected from the membership and serves a one-year term. Robert 
L. Israeloff of New York, New York is Chairman of the AICPA.
Philip B. Chenok, CPA, is the President of the AICPA. Mr. Chenok is retiring at the end of June 1995. Barry C. 
Melancon, CPA, is the President-Elect of the AICPA.
The AICPA Council is the association's policy-making governing body. Its 262 members represent every state and U.S. 
territory. The Council meets twice a year.
The Board of Directors acts as the executive committee of Council, directing Institute activities between Council 
meetings. The 23 member Board of Directors includes 3 public members. The Board meets seven times a year.
The AICPA has a permanent staff of approximately 700 and a budget of $123 million. The work of the AICPA is done 
primarily by its volunteer members serving on approximately 130 boards, committees, and subcommittees.
